
  

 

his study reports the first chronic, real-time optical diagnostic readout of neural interface reactive responses using a Bi-

directional Optrode. Bi-directional Optrode shows a potential to provide quantitative optical spectroscopic assessment of 

cortical tissue damage around a neural implant. Phantom characterization tests have demonstrated Optrode’s capability to 

sense tissue spectroscopic changes when tissue state changes from normal to glial. In this study, chronic animal models were 

studied to validate in-vivo performance of Optrodes. Optical spectroscopic measurements were recorded from animals and 

tissue immunoreactivity was observed in rat cerebral cortex at 2 and 4 weeks post- implantation.   

   Optrodes were implanted 2 mm deep in primary somatosensory cortex of adult Long Evan Rats males (males, two-three 

weeks old, ∼300-350 g). A cylindrical head cap (~0.5 g) was mounted around the Optrode with dental acrylic to protect the 

optical cables of the implant. All animal procedures and protocols were administered through University Committee on Use 

and Care of Animals (UCUCA) guidelines. Optical spectroscopic measurements were recorded for a maximum period of four 

weeks. A 2.5 mW and 635 nm fiber-coupled laser source was used to deliver light through the tissue via Optrode’s source 

waveguide. The light transmitted through the glial tissue was collected back via Optrode’s collector waveguide and detected 

using a photodiode. The recorded optical data was computed to provide an Optical Integral Ratio, i.e., the ratio of Power 

Spectral Density (PSD) of tissue optical spectroscopic signal to the PSD of reference optical calibration signal, measured at 

500 Hz. This intensity modulated power output detected by the Optrode forms the basis of detection of tissue spectral 

properties, which can provide an early indication of changing tissue morphology and density.        

   Figure 1 shows the Optical Integral Ratio recorded from 

two animals for 2 weeks and 4 weeks, respectively. The 

optical power response was found to be gradually settling 

over weeks after implantation. The animal data suggested a 

series of defined changes in optical spectral properties of 

the tissue surrounding the implant following injury. These 

changes are expected to arise from variation in tissue 

absorption and scattering spectra, which are influenced by 

factors like micro hemorrhaging and tissue oxygenation. 

The variation in response between different animals could 

indicate varying extent of tissue injury caused during 

implantation. Since different implantation injuries lead to 

differential post-traumatic bleeding and tissue oxygenation 

levels, this might result in difference in optical power 

recorded over time. To examine the association between 

recorded optical power and tissue immunoreactive 

responses, animals were perfused post recording periods. 

The animal brain sections were stained with various cell 

markers: anti-IBA1 to label microglia, anti-GFAP to identify astrocytes, anti-NeuN to label neurons, and DAPI to stain all 

cell nuclei. The preliminary tissue histology results are consistent with comparable types of chronic microelectrode implants 

showing intense GFAP and IBA-1 immunoreactive response with reduced NeuN density surrounding the implants. Further 

studies are required to investigate detailed association between relevant optical tissue properties with histological details. 

   This pilot study demonstrates successful acquisition of in-vivo optical spectroscopic data from rat’s cerebral cortex, 

overcoming many early experimental challenges. The results indicate significant variation in Optrode’s optical power output 

post device implantation period, suggesting changes in tissue optical spectroscopic characteristics following a traumatic brain 

injury. However, acquisition of more spectral information from the tissue with detailed quantification of recorded optical data 

is needed to provide more insight into how tissue spectral components can be directly linked down to known tissue responses. 

Additional animal work with more histological evidence is also necessary to extensively study the histological changes 

associated with neural tissue, which could affect the optical transmission properties of brain in multiple ways. 
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Figure 1: Optical Integral Ratio (at 500 Hz) recorded from animals for 2 weeks 
and 4 weeks, respectively. Inset shows Integrated Bidirectional Optrode with 

four optical shanks. Two Tissue shanks have source and collection apertures to 

deliver and collect light through the tissue. Other two Calibration shanks 
comprise of a U-shaped waveguide loop to provide reference optical 

measurements for characterization.  
 

 


